You can run, but you cannot hide.

There are 21 technologies to track you down.

By Steven D. Miller

Privacy was once important in the United States. Now that the government is watching us, nobody cares. They line up to surrender their privacy to social media and to government.

Back in 1948 it was understood that governments worldwide would protect everyone's privacy. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 12:

“No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.”

Big Brother is watching you

21 Ways the government is watching us:

1. Mass surveillance programs disclosed by whistle-blower Edward Snowden

   - A secret court allows NSA to access phone records from top companies such as AT&T and Verizon etc. Edward Snowden revealed how every phone in USA is tapped and government has the recordings of whatever you say.
   - PRISM Program
     NSA program PRISM allows government have access to data servers of top
internet companies such as Facebook, Yahoo, Google, Apple, Microsoft and four others. They can access your files that you ever shared with anyone. Including your credit card records and sensitive emails.

- **XKeyScore Program**
  The most interesting finding in Snowden's disclosure of government’s programs was XKeyScore. NSA describes it as ‘widest search’ program on internet. It is a keystroke program that can record everything you type into any online program, even email drafts that you have not yet sent. They can search by keywords you may have typed. They can find your online identity and find your location.

- **Mobile apps, GPS and locations**
  Whistle-blower Edward Snowden asked people to stop using programs such as Dropbox or iCloud. Their files are not encrypted or protected and can be accessed anytime to government agencies. The same warnings were given for GPS, and other location related apps such as Pokemon GO. Your mobile cell phone can pinpoint your location anytime when you’re connected to internet.

- **Your internet searches are intercepted and analyzed for anything deemed suspicious.** Even one household member searching for cooking utensils while another searches for backpacks will trigger a terrorist alert. Link: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/01/new-york-police-terrorism-pressure-cooker

2. **Webcam and mobile cameras**
Hackers can access your phone camera, laptop and PC webcams and their microphones. These can be activated without you knowing it. And they can peek all the time.

**After you give up your privacy -- you will lose your liberties.**
If you didn’t know better, you would think Orwell’s Big Brother was taking over. Their message is clear: You have no privacy. You will be assimilated. Resistance is futile.

Welcome to your Novus Ordo Seclorum secular new world order.
Here is how they will track you down

3. **FACE RECOGNITION IN A CROWD from 100 feet away**

Commercial software such as [https://www.facefirst.com/](https://www.facefirst.com/) allow anyone to track you from their cameras. For use by police, retail marketing, airports, hackers, hitmen, and even home burglars who want to confirm that you just showed up elsewhere.

China is implementing multiple face recognition systems in the Shanghai airport terminal that has a throughput of 10 million passengers an hour. [link](https://www.facefirst.com/)

The same Communist China that can track 10 million people in one airport, now collects images of U.S. children. We find out that a U.S. child’s game Tic-Tac allows children to upload their dance to YouTube -- this game is partially owned by the Chinese Army. The same army that killed thousands in Tienanmen Square, and kills protesters to sell their organs for transplant.

4. **TOUCHLESS FINGERPRINT SCAN from 20 feet away**

As with face scans, anything visible in plain sight does not need a search warrant. Touchless fingerprint scanners are available from two manufacturers.


and


5. **HYPER-SURVEILLANCE**

[Gorgon Stare](https://www.gorgonstare.com/) cameras can follow a thousand moving targets through a city and track their location over several days. You can run but you cannot hide.

6. **SURVEILLANCE BLIMPS**

Some cities are using [surveillance blimps](https://www.surveillanceblimps.com) flying at 400 feet over the city. As with the Gorgon Stare these blimps can follow you unceasingly.
7. SEE THROUGH WALLS

http://www.tialinx.com has wall penetrating radar that can sense motion. Breathing quietly will show up 60 feet through a concrete outer wall and several interior walls. Two of them can triangulate to show exact location.

8. GPS TRACKING IMPLANT

These are not the RFID microchips that are implanted into pets to identify them after they are found. These are alternatives to an ankle monitor. They broadcast your position. They are intended for dementia patients.

9. RFID Tracking Implant

Bill Gates TED Talk on the Coronavirus: "So eventually there will be this digital immunity proof that will help facilitate the global reopening up". This sentence was edited out of the YouTube TED Talk video. And Microsoft Patent 2020060606 (click on the Description tab and search for the term “sensor” – this will have 5 sensors to determine if you are obedient) you might not buy or sell after the cashless society is implemented.

By the way -- Dr. Oz is promoting RFID implant microchips (which many people suspect is the Mark of The Beast). He calls it the Next Big Thing. Watch this.

10. INVISIBLY MARK EVERYONE IN A MEETING to arrest them later

DNA marking spray contains a non-toxic combination of synthetic DNA strands with an ultraviolet tracer dye. These people can be arrested later at airports, courthouses, protest rally, on the street, or even a knock at the door at 4AM. People might sense a fine mist as they walk out of a meeting room or a building, but they do not know that they have been marked. The synthetic DNA strands are unique to each can of spray. It takes weeks for it to wash off.

Here is a link to a British product: https://www.selectadna.co.uk/selectadna-anti-intruder-sprays
Here are two Australian DNA marking spray products:  
http://www.dnasecuritysolutions.com.au/media/ and  

11. VOICE PRINT ID
Voice Grid Nation software is for phone call voice recognition. It uses Russian technology. It takes three seconds to match your voice from a database of 3 million voices.

www.speechpro.com/product/biometric/voicegridnation

12. LASER MICROPHONE LISTENING DEVICE from ¼ mile away
An invisible infrared laser beam can detect window vibrations from down the street or even in a moving car from another car or from a noisy helicopter, and record conversations. No warrant is needed because your window is in plain sight.

http://lasermicrophone.com/about/  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser_microphone

Just because you are not yet paranoid doesn’t mean they are not tracking you.

13. SURVEILLANCE ROBOTS
There are robots to monitor businesses, warehouses, parks, or property.
These use face recognition (and a new option for scent detection) to know who is there. They can be programmed to pay closer attention to those who are new to the area. They can be programmed to challenge strangers and call police.

Knightscope robots and Cobolt Rebotics

14. TRACK EVERYONE’S CONTACT WITH GOVERNMENT.
In an interview with Fox News, former Secretary of State Colin Powell admitted that the Social Security Number is designed to help Government in keep tabs on everyone. Speaking with White House spokesman and Fox News commentator
Tony Snow about Russian nuclear scientists, whose expertise might be harnessed by terrorists, Powell said that “finding the Russian scientists may be a problem, being that Russia does not have a Social Security system as we do here in America that allows us to monitor, track down and capture an American citizen.”

The equipment and software that is used to produce State driver licenses, IDs, and U.S. Passports is provided by L1 Identity Systems, Inc. to meet all global standards. L1 is owned by a French company, Safran, that is one-third owned by the French government. That’s right. Your biometric data and proof of allegiance is now partially owned by the European Union. Welcome to your global Novus Ordo Seclorum.

There should be outrage that the U.S. Census asks for more than the 4 questions they are authorized to ask. I wrote a book on this. Census: Mandatory or Voluntary?

15. LICENSE PLATE READERS

Mounted on police cars, light poles, repossessor's tow trucks, or buildings, these automated computer controlled cameras datalog every license plate it sees and can compare to a database of wanted cars. link: http://www.eff.org/pages/automated-license-plate-readers-alpr

16. INTERNET READY APPLIANCES

An article in Wired Magazine entitled "CIA Chief: We'll Spy on You Through Your Dishwasher" warns us that the CIA has a goal to spy-by-appliance.

Even if you don’t have Alexa or Echo or Google Home, many homes have smart thermostats and internet connected security cameras. Most new refrigerators (GE, Sharp, Samsung, LG) are already internet-ready even if not yet connected. There are spy LED light bulbs. LEDs are semiconductor diodes that can flicker at rates far faster than you can notice – these can be coded to send signals. These spy LED Light bulbs hear all conversations and can communicate your conversation’s
by light-encoded signals to security cameras or other internet connected appliances that have cameras (such as Cable TV and game systems that watch you with forward-looking cameras). 5G Wi-Fi is designed for the IoT (Internet of Things). Yes, they will spy on you through your dishwasher. And, of course, the Utility Smart Meters are already communicating with government regulated utilities.

17. SOCIAL MEDIA.
Once you give away your data, your freedoms will disappear. You are creating a dossier for government to use against you.

The Federal Trade Commission fined Facebook $5 Billion for violating user's privacy rights. Google was fined only $170 Million for collecting information on children. Amazon Alexa IS ALWAYS LISTENING and recording. A judge ordered Amazon to turn over their recordings to solve a murder case.

TIP: here is a video for non-Facebook users to join Facebook with minimum exposure: Here.

18. CONSUMER DATABASES
If you have ever had a mortgage, owned property, have a bank account, subscribed to a magazine, registered to vote, been sued, (or anything filed in a public record), or made an insurance claim, it is in a consumer database such as infoUSA.com They know where you shop, what you buy, what preferences you have.

And, of course, Credit Reporting Agencies such as TransUnion and Experion know who reports to them every month. And “credit report users” (police, debt collectors, private invigilators) can get access to your credit card records.

19. CELL PHONE anti-privacy
Whistle-blower Edward Snowden divulged that the U.S. government's NSA is surveilling everyone's phone calls with the cooperation of telecommunication companies. https://www.aclu.org/search/snowden

Your cell phone is a radio transmitter. You have no expectation of private conversations. If you don't want your signal intercepted by government, then don't broadcast it to them.

Governments have Stingray cell phone interception technology. It mimics a cell tower to force nearby cell phones to connect to it. It can even extract cell phone encryption keys.
“Pandemic” contact tracking will also tell authorities who you associate with and where you have been. Bluetooth is a nearfield beacon that is picked up by other cell phones and laptops. And now Apple and Google are cooperating with authorities to track virus contacts. https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/tech/apple-google-contact-tracing-technology/index.html

This article doesn’t mention whether or not Governments will push privacy limits – but Bill Gates already confirmed that they will.

If you are arrested for any weak excuse, all devices near you can be seized. They can extract encryption keys if you have them. And even if you don’t keep the encryption keys on your phone, any encryption can be decoded by the NSA supercomputers.

Nixon had to resign because he bugged one room. Now, the whole nation is bugged and nobody cares. Spot the trend.

20. DNA PHENOTYPING and DNA FACE MATCH

There are 36 genes that affect facial features. There are distance ratios between 16 points on a face. The DNA analysis is called EDFPC. If police have a face, they can match it to DNA of a family's features. And it works both ways, if police have DNA they can recognize facial features. Link: /http://www.dnafacematch.com

Private DNA analysis companies sell their services to police. Companies such as Parabon-NanoLabs.com/Snapshot can take a DNA sample such as a flake of dandruff and produce a composite image of the person.

And it works. Such as this case: https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/dna-sketch-leads-to-suspect-confession-in-texas-slaying/

21. MIND READING

Mind reading devices can read your thoughts and post them to a display screen with 90% accuracy. Governments want your thoughts. All crimes are thought crimes. Your thoughts can been taken by court order if they need to prove intent

22. MIND CONTROL
There are now mind control devices. Brain-washing is no longer necessary. Your thoughts and actions might not be your own. What crimes might they force you to commit?
And now Elon Musk's corporation NeuraLink is developing direct computer interface with brains. link: http://cmess.co/cm/R6ElgPhgRy
They are even developing a sewing machine type of device to implant 1,500 thread-like electrodes into your skull. Link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuralink

23. AND
• The British "soul catcher" chip for brain implant.
• In 1986 CIA director Bill Casey was killed after he disclosed the capability of satellite tracking of individual's unique infra-red signature.

THE ENEMY IS WITHIN
US Supreme Court, Laird v. Tatum, 408 US 1 (1972), page 28:

"This case involves a cancer in our body politic. It is a measure of the disease which afflicts us. .. Those who already walk submissively will say there is no cause for alarm. But submissiveness is not our heritage. The First Amendment was designed to allow rebellion to remain as our heritage. The Constitution was designed to keep the government off the backs of the people. ... The Bill of Rights was designed to keep agents of government and official eavesdroppers away from assemblies of people. The aim was to allow men to be free and independent and to assert their rights against government. ... When an intelligence officer looks over every nonconformist's shoulder... the America once extolled as the voice of liberty heard around the world no longer is cast in the image which Jefferson and Madison designed, but more in the Russian image ..."

YOU MAY ALSO BE INTERESTED IN:
• For more privacy information read my essays at www.NotFooledByGovernment.com
  The truth will set you free.
I recommend the following books:

- *Three Felonies A Day: How the Feds Target the Innocent* by attorney Harvey Silverglate. There are so many laws that the average "law abiding" American now commits three felonies a day.
- *Go Directly to Jail: The Criminalization of Almost Everything* by Gene Healy. Go Directly to Jail examines these alarming trends and proposes reforms that could rein in a criminal justice apparatus at war with fairness and common sense.
- *The Tyranny of Good Intentions: How Prosecutors and Law Enforcement Are Trampling the Constitution in the Name of Justice* by Paul Craig Roberts
- *When They Come For You: How Police and Government Are Trampling Our Liberties – and How to Take Them Back*, by David Kirby
- *Martial Law Rule* by Robert Wangrud
- *Black's Law Dictionary* latest edition (the one the lawyers use)

*_*_*_*

I RECOMMEND AN ONLINE LAW COURSE

Before you map your plan to escape, you must prepare to settle their dispute in the forum they will throw you into. If you are an unfortunate victim of government overreach, I recommend an online law course written by a lawyer with 32 years experience. "How To Win In Court" self-help course. Learn the procedures and practices that run American courts. If you do not know how to defend your rights in their courts, you will lose. If you don't know how to control the judge, you will lose. For less cost than one hour with a lawyer, you can gain enough knowledge to fight your own battles.

Defend your rights.

If you don't know how to defend your rights, you will lose them. I recommend an online law course that teaches all the basic court procedures. Take a tour of the “How To Win In Court” self-help course.

---

Steven D. Miller is a freelance copywriter producing informative blog posts, white papers, eBooks and high-density documentaries. He is available on a limited basis to offer hope to any audience that yearns to breathe free. Contact him at Steven.Miller@LibertyContentWriter.com